Parental Advisory: Kids, Don’t Try This at Home! Surveying in Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse Comics
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SUMMARY
As a Finnish Surveyor in third generation and a die-hard Disney fan, Jouni Johannes Anttonen has always lived with surveying since he was zero years old and continuously been following Donald Duck comics since he was five years old. His presentation introduces the whole spectrum of surveying science-related issues published in Finnish Donald Duck (Aku Ankka) comics, from tachymeter surveying to property valuation, aerial photography to land use planning, GPS to land titling, precise levelling to utilisation of maps for decision-making and beyond, not forgetting land dispute resolution, good land governance and indigenous people’s land rights. The first version of this presentation was highly popular in both the FIG International Congress in Sydney, Australia in 2010 and the South East Asia Survey Congress in Manila, Philippines in 2013 and has ever since been requested around the globe to make surveying more interesting and attractive for the new generations of land sector professionals. Every Surveyor is welcome and encouraged to attend the entertaining show to relax a bit in the middle of the jungle of hundreds of slightly more scientific papers’ presentations!